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Introduction and Rationale

The International Diabetes Foundation (IDF) estimates that 415 million of the 7 billion global inhabitants have diabetes and this number is estimated to surge to 642 million by 2040 [1]. The rising tide of cases is particularly troublesome among low- and middle-income countries, areas which comprise 80% of all global diabetes. The current WHO global prevalence is 8.8% [2]. Prevalences approach 9% and 10% respectively in India and China and higher values are estimated in Mexico (13%) and Egypt (17%) [3]. In wealthier nations the rates are burdensomely elevated, with Saudi Arabia showing one of the highest global prevalences at 24% [1].

The economic consequences of this transition are devastating. The current IDF estimates for the costs of the outbreak are 376 billion United States Dollars (USD), increasing by 2030 to 490 billion USD, with already over 12% of the global health care budget being spent on diabetes [4]. These values appear low when one considers that one rickettsial outbreak among 201 American Indians in Arizona was associated with indirect and direct costs of over 12 million USD [5].

The current surge in prevalence of diabetes is occurring at a time when new pathways for control of the disease and new medications are increasingly available. The renowned Joslin Center in Boston, for example, now lists fifteen medications (including two derivatives) among seven major categories of oral medications for management of diabetes (biguanides, sulfonylureas, meglitinides including D-phenylalanine derivatives, thiazolidinediones, Dipeptidyl Dipeptidase (DPP)-4 inhibitors, alpha-glucosidase inhibitors, and bile acid sequestrants with seven combinations of these agents also available [6].

Currently nine classes of oral medications are listed as used for diabetes by the American Diabetes Association [7]. These include sulfonylureas (limited in usefulness because of hypoglycemia especially when combined with insulin), biguanides (of which metformin has received particular recognition as a leading and also cost-effective agent in diabetes control by the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study), [8] meglitinides (also complicated by hypoglycemia), thiazolidinediones whose two leading compounds have had restricted use because of concerns regarding bladder cancer (pioglitazone) and increased cardiovascular disease risk (rosiglitazone), dipeptidyl peptidase-4 DPP-4 inhibitors (some of whom worsen heart failure, and among which there is a unproven risk of pancreatic cancer), sodium glucose cotransporter-2 SGLT2 inhibitors (gliozins), alpha glucosidase inhibitors (alpha-glucosidase), and bile acid sequestrants (such as cholestyramine, not very effective in diabetes control) [7].

The continued investigative merit of pharmacologic studies into the pathogenesis of diabetes occurs at a time when the prevalence dictates a need for such work as well as unique, novel approaches.

Methods

A PubMed search was performed using the terms “ethics” and “diabetes”, the number of peer-reviewed articles written between 1996 and 2015 were assessed and a similar count was established using Google Scholar. Other relevant recent articles that pertain to the quality or ethical control of diabetes were assessed. Major articles and trends were assessed in light of ethical principles of autonomy, beneficence, and distributive justice.

Additional ethical topics were obtained by PubMed and by Google Scholar, using the terms, insulin and monopo-
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ly, cholesterol and diabetes, and statin and diabetes, using preferentially reviews and articles from the last five years.

**Results**

Using these strict criteria, between the interval 1996 and 2015, the limited (ten) Pub Med articles generated included a diverse set of ethical and legal issues. There were three peer-reviewed articles on the ethics of prevention and screening including screening of newborns [9-11], three articles on research ethics [12-14], and one each on hematopoietic stem cell transplants [15], on driving motor vehicles [16], on needs for cardiovascular prevention [17], and on ethics of a particular drug trial [18]. Articles matched highly through Google Scholar for the same time interval also dealt with ethical or quality issues and eldercare [19], consumer protection [19,20], and diabetes and fertility [21].

**Discussion**

Investigative work on diabetes including basic investigatory studies, is carried out with a basic ethical underpinning toward these activities with resultant publications may not appear using the above literature search command. Other salient aspects of diabetes and ethical issues are notable only as part of a broader review of ethical considerations, for example as part of the revolution in direct-to-consumer testing with personal genomics companies [20,22]. Alternatively, the ethical aspect may be ensconced under a term such as “quality”, and important ethical research in diabetes care may as well not be detected with a restrictive search command. An example would be an article reviewing the quality of on-line sites for diabetes care [23] or the important interactions now being uncovered between statins and diabetogenicity [24,25].

Diabetes thus is infrequently the target of ethical challenges or dilemmas when one assesses the disease from the individual patient perspective. The importance of examining diseases from a societal perspective is however receiving increasing recognition in medicine. The importance of societal ethical challenges was the topic of a keynote address at a major international seminar on global inequities in disease [26] and is the theme of a new textbook on social ethics in medicine [27].

Why does the current outbreak of diabetes continue to rampage societies globally while at the same time newer and ostensibly more effective therapies are being produced, basic science and epidemiologic investigations provide new means of control and prevention, and international guidelines are promulgated which should control the disease? Why is the prevalence of diabetes increasing white at the same time a record number of investigations and creative public health interventions are underway? The discord is striking and a theme of this paper is to better understand this gap between knowledge and societal impact. The core ethical issues are those of distributive justice. An international debate is needed to understand this ethical tension and ascertain why current endocrinologists and primary care physicians are failing to make a public health impact.

Why many new medications appear at a time when diabetes control is clearly worsening questions their efficacy. Insulin, the original hypoglycemic, now available, in short- and long-acting forms, dispensed by injection or by formulated pens (which are shown to increase adherence) was itself the subject of a monopoly discussion reported in JAMA in 1941 [28]. Its many formulations represent a type of “evergreening”, in which new compounds are given patents (as a biologic the ethical issues associated with patent merit a separate discussion) and prevent the decline in price [29]. This oligopolization of insulin is especially a product for the developing world.

Another ethical dilemma confronted by the investigator, the public health and the clinical physician is the issue or drug interactions. Concomitant medications such as antihypertensives (e.g., thiazides) and statins complicated diabetes control. Only recently is it recognized that statins may in the elderly induce the development of diabetes [24,25,30]. The mechanisms for this are multiple and include impact on beta cell apoptosis, transport proteins, glucokinase concentrations, and LDL levels and calcium channel-dependent insulin secretion [31]. While statins themselves very significantly reduce cardiovascular risk, the ethical dilemma is the extent to which this reduction is canceled by a diabetogenic effect. Preliminary studies suggest that the diabetogenic effect is small but it is worth following the literature for the results of future long-term, prospective studies [32].

The waxing and waning of philosophies and the ethical dilemmas attendant with them is reflective of the controversies regarding cholesterol, whose values were allowed to plummet to untenable values, and within the U.S. at least the current recognition that some cholesterol is needed for multiple biologic functions including neurosynthesis and that levels of serum cholesterol need not be controlled as tightly as has been done in the past [33].

The ethical issues with the medications and their effects on blood lipids and blood sugars are the basis for many pharmacologic studies, but seldom do they specifically enter the arena of pure ethical discussions and manifest themselves in a restrictive ethical search command as above.

The investigative work on such studies hopefully forms the basis for future societal control and public health programs and hopefully creative new investigations will yield unexpected results. Alternative theories, for example, for the development of diabetes currently have acquired scientific respectability including recognition of the role of altered microbiome among diabetics [34] and the role of lactation in preventing diabetes [35]. Also, in animal mod-
els, it is long recognized that certain viruses such as the encephalomyocarditis virus and other enteroviruses such as Coxsackie B virus are diabetogenic [36]. If exposure to such viruses is a significant cofactor for disease, maybe newer case-control studies assessing serologic exposure are indicated.

If such alternative theories have legitimacy, statements that only altering diet and exercise as the only modes to control type 2 disease, for example, have limited validity. When the acquisition of a diabetogenic flora or a virus, or the absence of lactation may be significant cofactors in the development of diabetes our dilemmas in treatment may move from the examination room to the epidemiologist or the public health office.

What is the major ethical issues attendant with the societal need for better diabetes control? The decades-honored reliance on patient autonomy appears to be relatively ineffective and appeals to monetary control are unproven [37]. When autonomy fails, beneficence and the paternalism of traditional medicine become the traditional standards.

The patient must nonetheless recognize the importance of adherence. In the diabetes literature, patients who are more self-sufficient and who show higher levels of autonomy in their care improve their long term control as shown by falling levels of hemoglobin A1C [38]. The provider needs to keep abreast of the new developments in diabetology, the guidelines regarding statins and cholesterol levels, and the optimal frequency for monitoring of glucose control. Investigators are encouraged to find creative new pathways for diabetes control, assess in large prospective studies the interactions between statins and diabetes incidence and also develop translational methodologies for new findings on microbiome data and on the importance of neonatal lactation. Public health leaders should support the development of studies and models which assess control policies such as the new sugar tax now being implemented in Philadelphia. Such taxes should preferentially be used for funding prevention of diabetes activities. Pharmaceutical companies are advised to find means to make insulin more affordable to the enlarging number of diabetics. International agencies must respect the limitations of local budgets in making broad recommendations for surgery among those with diabetes as a consequence of morbid obesity.

Ethical issues in the control of diabetes are perhaps particularly important at the community level. That community behavior is important is recognized from the past studies of American Southwest Pima Indians whose rates of diabetes soared after emigration to the United States [39]. Currently the body of prevention recommendations includes frequent determinations of hemoglobin A1C, often every 3-4 months, from the serum of known diabetes, as a monitor for control, a monitoring system attendant with complications of largely co-morbid disease states [40]. Borrowing from HIV medicine, where community HIV “viral loads” are used to assess the degree to which control is being achieved, largely through antiretroviral therapy, in a given community [41] might not similar control be achieved with community monitoring of an equivalent measure for diabetes, such as the concentration of hemoglobin A1Cl among diabetic populations? Using such monitors suggest that certain communities are better at sustaining a modifying diet and exercise among their members.

The cautionary factors associated with wide scale use of a hemoglobin A1C for community assessment are patient compliance with testing, the lower accuracy of the assays among populations with hemoglobinopathies and among patients with altered red blood cell production from recent transfusions or blood loss (again producing elevated values) and among patients affected by the ingestion of substances from chronic alcohol to opioids and vitamin C or E, or salicylates [42].

The ethics of preventing diabetes at the social level is the basis for several types of legislation.

Woodrow Wilson established the first sugar tax, but for political, not health, reasons. More recently taxes on sugar-sweetened beverages have become increasingly popular. The rationale is explained in a meta-analysis of eight articles for diabetes and three for the metabolic syndrome showing a 26% and 20% increase respectively in the prevalence of these entities associated with increased consumption of such beverages [43]. A US-based (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) analysis, based on the Coronary Heart Disease Policy Model, finds that a penny-per-ounce tax on sale of sugar-sweetened beverages would reduce consumption 15% and prevent 2.4 million diabetes-years over an 11 year interval [44]. Sugar taxes have been attempted, largely unsuccessfully, in a number of communities including Philadelphia, USA. Philadelphia is the latest community to embark on a rather stringent soda tax, an amount equal to 0.015 USD per ounce at the distributor level, which went into effect January 1, 2017 [45]. The cost of a sweetened tea in Philadelphia now costs the consumer over twice as much. Berkeley, California, a far smaller community, also has such a tax and this tax is estimated to have reduced sweetened beverage consumption over 20%. To date, no studies however have proven an impact on health indices, despite experience with such taxes in Mexico, Norway, and the United Kingdom. Especially interesting would be the impact of prevention programs funded by such taxes.

Distributive justice is perhaps the greatest ethical principle challenged by the current societal dilemma of the increased prevalence of diabetes. The increasing resources attendant with the control and treatment of diabetes will require financial and administrative sources whose benefit is
deemed better spent elsewhere. This can be said about virtually any disease state, such as HIV or many forms of cancer, which are in large part preventable. As scientific advances eliminate individual culpability for disease (for reasons listed above), the ethical dilemmas will transfer potentially more into the societal level.

A review of the Portuguese experience contrasting diabetes with AIDS is illustrative. The review emphasizes a relative equivalence between the two for expenses, prevalence and mortality, but the official attention afforded to AIDS is ostensibly greater while long-term consequences for society may be greater associated with diabetes [46]. AIDS has evolved into a more chronic disease so such comparisons are not completely valid, although the inequity in attention between the two states underscores the problems with distributive justice when using other diseases as a barometer for comparison.

The monetary crisis attendant with diabetes is especially apparent when one considers the impact of the latest International Society of Diabetes recommendation regarding bariatric surgery for the morbidly obese [47]. The costs for such surgery are high, with an average of $23,000 USD for gastric bypass surgery (less for lap banding, more for gastric sleeves) [48]. Despite ostensible long-term cost benefits, the procedures have limited usefulness among the poor and in financially-strapped health agencies. Recognizing the importance of control and prevention of this major societal epidemic is effective only when the control of diabetes is addressed and carried out at many levels beyond the community.

In the end a teamwork approach is increasingly recognized as a stimulant to better health and improved mortality [49,50] could perhaps be translated to the community level. With a disease such as diabetes with its increasing prevalence and high morbidity, coordinated efforts are required to control this individual, societal, and now global scourge.

Conclusions

Limited number traditional studies assess the diabetic care using the traditional principles of ethics including autonomy, beneficence, and distributive justice. The investigative and public health activities that assist in the control of diabetes are executed independent of such ethical discussion. Despite the proliferation of new agents and technologies, diabetes prevalence continues to grow and this increase in prevalence will in the future especially impact highly populated developing and middle income nations. New theories regarding the pathogenesis exonerate some of the individual culpability for diabetes. To close the gap between increasing knowledge of the pathogenesis and the increasing prevalence of the disease, it is hoped that ethical principles will help bridge this discrepancy. The control of adult-onset diabetes will be achieved only when the importance and implications of its control are understood by the individual, the provider, the community, the investigator, the pharmaceutical industry, and diverse national and international agencies but societal ethical control is perhaps foremost using measures such as surveillance, taxes, citizen initiatives to lower the costs of insulin, and reasonable policy guidelines for surgery, as a means to restrain the growth in this current societal scourge.
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